Abstract: Bruen and Thas proved that the size of a large minimal blocking set is bounded by q Á ffiffi ffi q p þ 1. Hence, if q ¼ 8, then the maximal possible size is 23. Since 8 is not a square, it was conjectured that a minimal blocking 23-set does not exist in PGð2; 8Þ. We show that this is not the case, and construct such a set. We prove that this is combinatorially unique. We also complete the spectrum problem of minimal blocking sets for PGð2; 8Þ by showing a minimal blocking 22-set. #
INTRODUCTION
A blocking set in a projective plane is a set of points intersecting every line, but containing no line entirely. A blocking set is said to be minimal if it is minimal with respect to set-theoretical inclusion. Largest minimal blocking sets form remarkable configurations in classical projective planes. Indeed, unitals are largest minimal blocking sets in projective planes of square order, and Singer 19-cycles are largest minimal blocking sets of the projective plane of order 7. The fundamental questions are the existence, uniqueness, and embeddability. In this paper, we study largest minimal blocking sets of the projective plane of order 8. A.A. Bruen and J.A. Thas [5] proved that the size of a minimal blocking set is at most q Á ffiffi ffi q p þ 1. Also, in [3] , A. Blokhuis wrote, 'If q is not a square, then it should be possible to improve the upper bound, but this seems to be a difficult problem.' Constructing an example of largest possible size, we show that against all odds, the bound is sharp for q ¼ 8. We prove the existence, the combinatorial uniqueness, and exhibit its fine geometrical properties.
NOTATION AND BASIC METHODS
We assume a basic knowledge of the subject, and refer to [3] and [6] .
Let B denote a minimal blocking set of size k in a projective plane of order q. Let l i denote the number of lines that intersect B in exactly i points. Such a line is called an i-secant (to B). A 1-secant is also called a tangent. Observe that l 0 ¼ l qþ1 ¼ 0 and l 1 ! k for a minimal blocking set of size k. The standard double counting argument for the lines, incident point-line pairs, and triples ðP; Q; LÞ, P; Q 2 L \ B, gives the following system of equations:
Using the above equations, we can deduce that k q Á ffiffi ffi q p þ 1 (e.g., [5] ).
Let P be a point in B and Q, a point off B. We call them internal and external points, respectively. Let v i ¼ v i ðPÞ and u i ¼ u i ðQÞ denote the number of i-secants through P and Q, respectively. Standard counting gives the following systems of linear equations:
The type of B is the vector ðl 1 ; l 2 ; . . . ; l r Þ, where l i ¼ 0 for i > r and l r 6 ¼ 0. We use analogous terminology for the internal and external points.
LARGEST MINIMAL BLOCKING SETS IN PG (2, 8) Deleting the three lines x i ¼ 0, i ¼ 1; 2; 3 of PGð2; qÞ, the remaining structure is called a superaffine plane.
COMBINATORIAL CHARACTERIZATION
Assume there is a minimal blocking set B of size 23 in PGð2; 8Þ. Suppose, there is an 8-secant ' with one external point Q. The only lines, which are not yet blocked go through Q. By the minimality of B, we only need eight other points. As 8 þ 8 < 23, there is a contradiction. Hence, there is no 8-secant.
Suppose, there is a 7-secant ' with two external points Q 1 and Q 2 . There are 16 points in Bn'. Hence, there are two points P 1 and P 2 of B such that the line P 1 P 2 contains neither Q 1 nor Q 2 . Thus P 1 and P 2 together block four lines through Q 1 and Q 2 . By the minimality of B, we need only 7 þ 2 þ 2 Á 6 ¼ 21 points to block all lines, which is a contradiction. Hence, there is no 7-secant either.
We calculate the arithmetically possible types of B. Let us use the system (1), in our case for k ¼ 23 q ¼ 8. Solving for l 1 ; l 2 ; l 3 gives the following: 6 . This implies l 5 þ 3l 6 1. Thus, the two possible types of B are ð23; 1; 14; 35Þ and ð23; 0; 17; 32; 1Þ.
Assume that B is of the second type. Let ' ¼ fP 1 ; . . . ; P 5 ; Q 1 ; . . . ; Q 4 g be the unique 5-secant. Using (2), we get P v 1 ðP i Þ ¼ 5. Also, there are at most four tangents through any Q j . To see this, assume that there are five tangents through Q j . Then the remaining three lines through Q j should contain 13 points; hence, there would be another line with at least five points, a contradiction. Hence by (3), it follows that
Thus, a minimal blocking 23-set B must be of type ð23; 1; 14; 35Þ. Any point P 2 B is of type ð1; 0; 2; 6Þ or ð1; 1; 0; 7Þ by (2) . Also, there must be exactly two points of type ð1; 1; 0; 7Þ and 21 points of type ð1; 0; 2; 6Þ. Let the internal points of the 2-secant be P 1 and P 2 .
Using (3), we can determine the possible types of the external points too. These are the following: ð2; 0; 7Þ; ð3; 0; 4; 2Þ; ð4; 0; 1; 4Þ; ð3; 1; 2; 3Þ; ð2; 1; 5; 1Þ.
Let ' denote the unique 2-secant. Since l 1 ¼ 23, using (4) it follows that the seven external points of ' must be of type ð3; 1; 2; 3Þ.
Let the total number of points of type ð2; 0; 7Þ, ð3; 0; 4; 2Þ, ð4; 0; 1; 4Þ be denoted by x; y; z.
Counting the tangents and 3-secants, we get the following two equations:
Eliminating z gives 2x þ y ¼ 9. Hence the possible solutions are as follows:
ðx; y; zÞ 2 fð0; 9; 34Þ; ð1; 7; 35Þ; ð2; 5; 36Þ; ð3; 3; 37Þ; ð4; 1; 38Þg:
By (5), each of the 21 tangents through the internal points of type ð1; 0; 2; 6Þ contains exactly six external points of type ð4; 0; 1; 4Þ, one external point of type ð3; 1; 2; 3Þ and one external point of type ð3; 0; 4; 2Þ. Each of the other two tangents (through the internal points of type ð1; 1; 0; 7Þ) contains at most one external point of type ð2; 0; 7Þ. If such a tangent contains one external point of type ð2; 0; 7Þ, then it contains seven external points of type ð4; 0; 1; 4Þ. Otherwise, it contains two external points of type ð3; 0; 4; 2Þ and six of type ð4; 0; 1; 4Þ. Hence x 2.
Let us count the number of pairs ðQ; lÞ in two different ways, where Q = 2 B is of type ð3; 0; 4; 2Þ, Q 2 l and l is a tangent to B. We get a contradiction except in the case where ðx; y; zÞ ¼ ð1; 7; 35Þ, and the tangents t 1 and t 2 through P 1 respectively P 2 intersect in a point P 3 of type ð2; 0; 7Þ. Hence, the other external points of t i are all of type ð4; 0; 1; 4Þ.
Let us consider the 3-secants through P 3 . These are lines connecting P 3 to the external points of ', which are of type ð3; 1; 2; 3Þ. We can also determine the types of the rest of the points of these 3-secants. There are three internal points of type ð1; 0; 2; 6Þ. Hence, there are in total 15 tangents through the other four external points. So exactly one is of type ð3; 0; 4; 2Þ and three are of type ð4; 0; 1; 4Þ on each 3-secant through P 3 .
Let us now look at the 4-secants through P 1 respectively P 2 . Such a line connects P i to a point of type ð4; 0; 1; 4Þ lying on P 3 P 2Ài , i ¼ 1; 2. There are also three other internal points, each of type ð1; 0; 2; 6Þ. Hence, there are 15 tangents through the other four external points. So exactly one must be of type ð3; 0; 4; 2Þ and three of type ð4; 0; 1; 4Þ.
Let the external points of ' be denoted by fQ 1 ; . . . ; Q 7 g. They are of type ð3; 1; 2; 3Þ. One 3-secant goes through P 3 , as we have seen. Any other 3-secant containing Q i must connect two points of type ð4; 0; 1; 4Þ lying on t 1 respectively t 2 . In this way, we partition the non-vertex points of the triangle P 1 P 2 P 3 . There are in total nine tangents through the other three external points of such a 3-secant. This is only possible if they are all of type ð3; 0; 4; 2Þ. In this way, we find seven lines intersecting the seven points of type ð3; 0; 4; 2Þ in three points. Such a design structure is unique and these seven points must form a PGð2; 2Þ. This is our starting point for the construction.
CONSTRUCTION OF A 23-BLOCKING SET IN PG(2,8)
We select the seven external points of type ð3; 0; 4; 2Þ to be the standard PGð2; 2Þ, namely the points of the set F : fð1; 0; 0Þ; ð0; 1; 0Þ; ð0; 0; 1Þ; ð1; 1; 0Þ; ð1; 0; 1Þ; ð0; 1; 1Þ; ð1; 1; 1Þg:
Then P 1 and P 2 must be points not lying on any of the seven lines determined by the above points in PGð2; 8Þ. We choose P 1 :¼ ð! 2 ; ! 4 ; 1Þ and P 2 :¼ ð!; ! 2 ; 1Þ, where
Then the intersection of t 1 and t 2 is P 3 ¼ ð! 4 ; !; 1Þ.
Deleting the 2-secant ' from PGð2; 8Þ, an affine plane AGð2; 8Þ remains. There are 21 affine points in B.
We now make a projective transformation to put F into the affine part, and P 3 to the origin. Let It is a standard calculation to determine a non-singular 3 Â 3 matrix A making the desired changes: 
Observe that F is also fixed by the field automorphism ! ! ! 2 . Let the diagonal matrix g ¼ diagð!; 1; 1Þ be a collineation mapping F into a disjoint copy.
Let F Á g i , i ¼ 0; . . . ; 6, be the shifts of F. They partition the 49 points of the superaffine part. Easy counting shows that the extensions of the lines of F Á g i intersect F Á g iþ3 F Á g iþ5 and F Á g iþ6 , i ¼ 0; . . . ; 6, in precisely one point and do not meet the other shifts. Using the exponents, informally speaking, we will say that i arrows i þ 3, i þ 5, i þ 6 and misses i þ 1, i þ 2, and i þ 4. Considering 3; 5; 6, all of them miss 0. We remark here that F will be the set of external points of type ð3; 0; 4; 2Þ.
We
is a minimal blocking set of size 23.
It can be proved in different ways. We present a short proof, but in this way, we possibly hide some nice properties of B. We simply prove that each line is blocked and there is a tangent through each point of B.
The set B is fixed by ! ! ! . Multiplication by h i is also an automorphism of B, i ¼ 0; . . . ; 6. We will use this freedom in the computations below. Any other automorphism would be of form h i g j ; j 6 ¼ 0. But the nth power of such a transformation for n ¼ 1; 2, or 3 should map h to h k , hence g jn must be a power of h. The only possibility is g jn ¼ h 7 ; hence j ¼ 0, a contradiction. Thus the automorphism group of B has size 21.
The lines of the reference triangle are blocked by P 1 and P 2 . To see that the other lines are blocked, consider F Á g 3 . There are seven 3-secants and 42 tangents to F Á g 3 . These lines are blocked by the points of F Á g 3 . Knowing that 1; 2, and 6 misses three, the 21 lines not blocked so far are the extensions of the lines of F Á g 1 ; F Á g 2 , and F Á g 6 . The lines of the last one are blocked by the points of F Á g 6 itself. Also, 1 arrows 6 and 2 arrows 5; hence the other lines are blocked as well.
The lines P 1 P 3 and P 2 P 3 are the tangents through P 1 and P 2 .
Consider an affine point P 2 B, for example, in F Á g 3 . We know that 4 arrows 3 but misses 5 and 6. Hence, there is a line of F Á g 4 whose extension intersects F Á g 3 in P and which is external to F Á g 5 and F Á g 6 : it is a tangent through P. Thus B is a minimal blocking set of size 23 in PGð2; 8Þ. We remark that B is self-dual in the following sense. Consider the 23 tangents to B. They form a dual minimal blocking set of size 23 as well, necessarily of the same type. The identity transformation, mapping the point ðx; y; zÞ to the line hx; y; zi, realizes the polarity between the points and lines. Hence, B and its 'dual' are isomorphic.
If we add P 3 to B, we get another self-dual structure, possibly even more symmetric. It is of type ð21; 3; 7; 42Þ, so 21 tangents, three 2-secants etc. On the other hand, 21 superaffine points, 3 corner points, 7 special points of F, and 42 external points. 
SPECTRUM
In [7] and [8] , minimal blocking sets of size ½2q À 1; 3q À 3 were constructed. For q ¼ 8, this interval is ½15; 21. In [2] , it is proved that there is no minimal blocking set of size 14 in PGð2; 8Þ. Any blocking set of size 14 contains the projective triad, a minimal blocking set of size 13.
In the previous section, we constructed a minimal blocking set of size 23. The only remaining value is 22. We show that it is possible to modify our 23-set to get a minimal blocking set of size 22.
Let B be as defined in the previous section. Consider an extended line of F. As 0 arrows 3; 5; 6, this line contains one point in each of Fg 3 ; Fg 5 , and Fg 6 . We claim that the unique tangents to B through these three points intersect in a common point, which is in F.
There are in total 21 tangents through the 21 points of Fg 3 ; Fg 5 , and Fg 6 . Each of these tangents contains precisely one point of F. Also, there are precisely three tangents through any point of F. We claim that these three tangents contain precisely one point in each of Fg 3 ; Fg 5 , and Fg 6 . Indeed, it is not possible that two tangents of Fg 6 meet in a point of F, for two such lines are the extension of two lines of Fg 1 , hence they intersect in Fg 1 . Hence our claim is proved. A minimal blocking set of size 22 arises from B by deleting two points of the above considered 3-secant and adding the intersection of the tangents through the two deleted points. Both blocking and minimality follow from the previous. The type of this 22-set is ð23; 4; 19; 25; 2Þ.
MULTIPLE BLOCKING SETS
In the projective plane PGð2; qÞ, a t-fold blocking set is a set S of points such that each line contains at least t points of S and some line contains exactly t points of S.
S. Ball [1] showed that a t-fold blocking set in PGð2; qÞ, which does not contain a line has at least tq þ ffiffiffiffi tq p þ 1 points. Hence, in our case a fivefold blocking set in PGð2; 8Þ has at least 5 Á 8 þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 5 Á 8 p þ 1 > 47 points. Any line intersects B in at most four points, hence the complement of B is clearly a fivefold blocking set. It has 50 points. Observe that there is no 4-secant to B through P 3 . Hence, we can delete P 3 from the complement of B still keeping a fivefold blocking set with 49 points. It is fairly close to the theoretical bound being 48.
EPILOGUE
A. Cossidente pointed out that partitioning the superaffine plane into subspaces has been investigated by J.M.N. Brown in [4] . She partitioned the superaffine plane of PGðe; q dþ1 Þ into PGðd; qÞ's. Our partition into Fano subplanes in Section 4 is equivalent to her partition in the case e ¼ d ¼ q ¼ 2.
The partition of the superaffine part of PGð2; 2 3k Þ into Fano subplanes is possible similarly to our construction. This is not a subcase of the result of J.M.N. Brown.
In Section 3, we proved the combinatorial uniqueness of the minimal blocking 23-set of PGð2; 8Þ. We conjecture that our construction is the only geometric realization up to isomorphism.
